Abstract
I Introduction
Recently Fields medalist Grisha Perelman [1] has used the concept of Ricci flows , proposed by Hamilton in 1982 [2] Graf [3] and Letelier [4] . On the other hand, cosmology in the Laboratory (COSLAB) program developed mainly by Unruh, Visser, and Volovik [5, 6, 7] has produced several papers on the analog models in general relativity (GR) [8, 9] [12] . The importance of laboratory analogues stems from the fact that there is no apparently stringy dynamo [13] 
where Ric, is the Ricci tensor, whose components R ij . From this expression, one defines the eigenvalue problem as
where 
3). Substitution of the Ricci flow equation (II.2) into this eigenvalue expression and cancelling the eigendirection χ i on both sides of the equation yields
∂g ij ∂t = −2λg ij (II.4)
Solution of this equation yields the Lyapunov expression for the metric
In the next section I shall use this argument to work with the de Sitter metric
in the de Sitter-Lyapunov analogue 3D spacetime 
which expanded using the frame e i where (i, j = 1, 2, 3) and 
The Christoffel symbols 
Before this derivation, let us now introduce the Ricci tensor into play, by considering the following trick
which can be applied to the expression
Now by making use of the Ricci flow equation above into this last expression, yields
d dt g ik B i = −2R ik B k + g ik d dt B k (III.20)
Note that for de Sitter spacetime the solenoidal magnetic field is also satisfied and no magnetic monopole is assumed in this phase, thus
From the evolution of the reference frame
III.22) and the Ricci rotation coefficient, one obtains the magnetic curvature effect in dynamo theory, through the self-induction equation in Ricci flow as
where we have used the following expressions [10] . The last expression comes from an expression with the Ricci tensor similar to the BT wave equation, which we repeat here for readers convenience
From this expression, one immeadiatly notices that the stretching term contributes to enhance dynamo action, while the positive γ de Sitter cosmological constant, also enhances the fast dynamo action while the anti-de Sitter or open Friedmann universe induces the decay of magnetic field or the BT result
In their notation B i is the magnetic vector field in the comoving frame, and [20] . Recent magnetic flux tubes in Riemannian manifolds [21] may also be addressed in the Ricci flow dynamo context.
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